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OVERVIEW OF PROBLEM: How to commission a Hughes modem

First off:
· Who is the customer’s VAR?:
If we are not the customer’s VAR (Internet Service Provider), we will not be
able to look up vital information to perform the commissioning process, like
the PIN #. Motosat customers usualy have a SAN that starts with V301 V302 or
MOT1000. Make sure you have your SAN and PIN before starting.
· Lock onto Satellite:
Search for the satellite you wish to commission your modem on. You can go to
http://kb.direcway.com/al/12/4/2518.htm for a list of satellites and
frequencies you can use. Also you can use the satellite parameters listed on
your modem system info page. If you can’t lock onto the satellite you wish to
use for commissioning, try another. There are many to use. If you cannot lock
onto any satellites, even in Generic mode, there is a receive problem that
needs to be fixed before commissioning can continue.
IMPORTANT: If you are going to do a Satellite change, make sure you are able
to lock on to the satellite you wish to change to before calling in to do the
satellite change.

Getting Started
Once the Satellite dish has locked on to the desired satellite you wish to
commission on and you have a search operation complete on your Datastorm
page, Open your modem page by either clicking on Modem status on your
Datastorm page. Or go to 192.168.0.1 You can click on the little man which is
on the main modem page under the system info button next to What do these
controls mean. Or you can type this address in
192.168.0.1/fs/advanced/advanced.html to get to the page we will need to go
to.
Once you get to this page you are going to click on installation as pictured

below. Then you will click on setup.

- From this window you should see several different options; we want to choose
“Registration installer”.

- To start the modem asks for the zip code where the system will be installed.
Just input the current zip code where you are located right now into this field
and click next.
- The next page just confirms and displays the location’s longitude and
latitude, go ahead and click next again.

- On this page you need to choose the Satellite you are currently locked on to.
If you cant remember then go to your Datastorm configuration page and check
it there. You can choose any frequency as long as the satellite name matches.
For example. SM5 (117) has multiple entries. You can choose either of the
entries listed for commissioning as long as you are locked on SM5 (117)
NOTE: The satellites and frequencies are displayed as their satellite name.
For Example: 117w is SM5, 83W is AMC9, 99W is G16 or G4R, 91W is G17 or G11

- From here you are either going to select the satellite from the drop down list.
If the satellite you are pointed to is not in the drop down list you can put a
check in “enter satellite parameters manually.” You will have to change the
satellite info manually, filling in the parameters that are needed. Which are
Longitude, Frequency, Symbol Rate, Receive Polarization and Transmit
Polarization. You should copy those parameters from your Datastorm
configuration page.

Click on Next when parameters are entered.

- Next it will ask your LNB part number. Just click on NEXT to skip this page.
You will then be asked to enter whether the transmitter is a 1 watt or 2 watt.
Most people have a 1 watt transmitter. If you have a 2 watt you would know
because you would have specified you wanted a 2 watt when you bought the
system. 2 watt is only on a .98 or a 1.2 meter sized dish. Click on Next

Displaying Signal Strength
- Click on the blue button that reads “Display Signal Strength” and a window
will pop up showing your signal and it will also show you if you are locked on a
signal. Leave the window open for 10 seconds. If the signal drops into the red
then you need to go back and check your satellite parameters and make sure
you picked the right satellite and frequency. Also make sure your dish is
pointed at the correct satellite that you are trying to enter. If it is in the
green and signal is above 50 then close the window and click on next.

Performing a Transmit Pointing Test
-The next page should give you two options. “Automatic Cross Pol” and
“Manual Cross Pol”, Choose the Automatic Cross Pol. Another pop-up will
appear and it will give a couple different messages. It should start by
requesting a transmit pointing test, then either change to being queued for the
test, or performing it. From there you will get your test score. If the score fails
try again. If after a few tries it fails each time then you will need to see if you
can align the dish better or try another frequency from the drop down list in
the previous steps. If it passes then close the window and click next.

Manual Cross Pol: Only used when directed by Tech Support or if you know how
to peak your signal.

Connecting to the NOC (Hughes)
-The next page has you choose the Registration server. Just click on next and
go past that page since it already has filled in the information needed.

-The next screen should look like it does below. Once the click next to
continue comes up just click on next. If any of the lines fails there will be the
option to retry. Click on retry.

- A window will pop-up and describe how it will redirect you to a ‘secure’ site.

Click on Yes to proceed.
Next it may bring up a window saying that the content was blocked. It will be
located where the red circle is in the picture below. You will need to click it
and then click on “display blocked content” It will take you back to the
Registration Server Selection page. Just continue back through those steps for

a second time and move on to the next step.
The next page will be the subscriber agreement page for those modems not
activated. It takes some time to load so give it a few minutes. You may see
an error at the bottom of the page saying adjusting for network timing. That is
normal. Just let it run.

It will then bring up the subscriber agreement if your modem hasnt been
activated yet. Scroll down to the bottom and then click on I Accept to
continue. If the I Accept button is grayed out and you cant click it then look at
the top of the window for an Active X box or drop down. Click on accept. If
you dont see the subscriber agreement then skip this step.
- Next it will ask for a SAN and PIN If you dont see this page skip to the next
step. Enter your SAN and PIN in the boxes and then click on next. The SAN
needs to have the letters capitalized. If you do not have a SAN or PIN you will

need to contact your service provider to get this information.
The next page will be a welcome and confirmation that your modem has been
registered. You do not need to print this information. It can be accessed
later. Click on next.

- Next it will download more information and then bring up a screen to restart
the modem Click on restart and the modem will power off and come back on.

Almost Done
-After the LAN light on the modem comes on, go into the system info page on
the modem (192.168.0.1) and get your new satellite parameters.

Copy those parameters down. See example above as to what info you will need
to copy. Next go to your Datastorm page and click on configuration. Make
sure those parameters match with what is listed in the Modem system info
page.
If the satellite you commissioned your modem on is the same as the one your
pointed at then your modem should come online on its own. If not then you
will need to click on search and get your satellite to move to the correct
satellite.
After all that the modem should be downloading a software update from
Hughes. Please leave the modem online to let this download. Depending on
your modem and how long it has been since you have commissioned it, this may
take up to 30 min to complete. However you can monitor this progress by
entering the modem page (192.168.0.1), and click on System Info. Listed
under ‘Software Download Status’ should be the file it is currently
downloading.

Once the modem has downloaded all its files it will restart. After it has
restarted then you should be able to browse and you will notice that the
‘Software Download Status’ says all files up to date.
After this you have
completed the commissioning of your modem.

